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Royal Prince Alfred Hospital
Patient Observation (Vital Signs) Policy - Adult

1. Introduction

The risks addressed by this policy:

Monitoring of vital signs is an essential component of caring for all of patients at RPAH in order to assess treatment effects, detect procedural complications and identify early signs of clinical deterioration. At all times staff should use their clinical judgement regarding the frequency of observations and adjust where necessary. For example, unstable patients may need continual observation and frequent monitoring of vital signs until they are reviewed and stabilised. If in doubt, nursing staff should consult more senior staff immediately or activate the Clinical Emergency/Cardiac Arrest system so that timely care can be delivered.

Therefore the key risk addressed by this policy is to prevent a Serious Adverse Event (cardiac arrest, unexpected death or an unplanned admission to a critical care unit) by detecting physiological disturbances and initiating treatment in a timely and effective manner.

The aims / expected outcome of this policy

The 4 main aims of effective patient observation are:

1. Monitoring of physiological variables to evaluate treatment effects.
2. To maintain thorough assessment of inpatients within a tertiary referral hospital 24 hours a day.
3. Early detection and treatment of post procedural/surgical complications

2. Policy Statement

Vital sign assessment is essential in the determination of a patient’s health status and a core function of the Registered and Enrolled Nurse/Midwife at RPAH. Careful measurement techniques and knowledge of the normal range in vital signs for a particular patient will ensure that patients at RPAH are suitably monitored to enable clinicians to carefully monitor therapy and prevent adverse events. An alteration in a patient’s vital signs can provide objective evidence of the body’s response to physical and psychological stress or changes in physiological function. Vital sign monitoring is a core function of the Registered or Enrolled Nurse/Midwife at RPAH. This policy describes vital sign assessment, frequency and special considerations to ensure that patients at RPAH are provided safe and effective healthcare.
3. Principles / Guidelines

3.1 General Principles

3.1.1 Monitoring of vital signs is an essential component of caring for all patients at RPAH in order to assess treatment effects, detect procedural complications and identify early signs of clinical deterioration. At all times staff should use their clinical judgement regarding the frequency of observations. Unstable patients may need continual observation and frequent monitoring of vital signs until they are reviewed and stabilised. If in doubt, nursing staff should consult more senior staff immediately or activate the Clinical Emergency/Cardiac Arrest system so that timely care can be delivered.

3.1.2 All patients should have vital signs (respiratory rate, pulse, blood pressure, temperature and level of consciousness) recorded on admission and then three times/day (TDS) as a minimum (excluding those patients as outlined in 3.2.6).

3.1.3 Patients requiring more frequent observations are listed below and in section 3.2.5

3.1.4 All observations **MUST** be charted at the time they are measured.

3.1.5 Respiratory Rate **MUST** be measured and recorded with every observation.

3.1.6 Oxygen saturations **MUST** be measured if the patient is tachypneic or dyspneic.

3.1.7 Abnormal blood pressure readings recorded on an automatic machine **MUST** be checked manually.

3.1.8 The Clinical Emergency/Cardiac Arrest System should be activated if vital signs breach the calling criteria.

3.1.9 Overnight Observations

- All patients are to be visually checked **every 30 minutes at night** with rise and fall of chest during respiration observed.
- If the patient is awake, they should be offered toileting in order to decrease the risk of falls.
- All patients must have their call bell within easy reach.
- Interventions and observations **must not** be withheld or delayed in an attempt to avoid disturbing the sleeping patient.
### Indication | Frequency
--- | ---
1. Routine | TDS (within 2 hours of commencement of shift)
2. Clinical Emergency/Cardiac Arrest | Continuous observation until stabilised (15 minutely). Following stabilisation: **Hourly for four hours then fourth hourly** or as ordered by MO for 24 hours.
3. Post Surgery | Hourly for 4 hours then 4 hourly for 24 hours or otherwise ordered.
4. Pts who are symptomatic but have not yet breached the Clinical Emergency criteria | Repeat in 30 minutes or as ordered by MO.
5. Post fall | As per RPAH Falls Management and Prevention Policy RPAH_PD2007_017.
7. Total Parenteral Nutrition | As per RPAH Total Parenteral Nutrition Policy.
8. Weight | On admission then once weekly unless medically ordered/indicated.
9. Unit/ward/specialty specific | As per local policy.

### 3.2 Vital Sign Frequency Considerations

3.2.1 Vital sign monitoring should be undertaken at the commencement of a nursing shift as part of a nursing assessment for each patient.

3.2.2 Vital sign frequency should then be established for the rest of the shift based on the initial assessment.

3.2.3 The longest acceptable gap between vital signs is **10 hours** (excluding patients deemed suitable for BD observations - see 3.2.6).

3.2.4 BD observations will be the minimum acceptable vital sign regime at RPAH and be reserved for patients as outlined in 3.2.6.

3.2.5 As a general rule, patients requiring **more frequent** vital sign monitoring include:

- New admissions from the Emergency Department. *(4/24 for the first 24/24 then as required).*
- Patients transferred from Intensive Care Services (ICS). *(4/24 for the first 24/24 then as required).* **NB** Patients who have been discharged from ICS are at a higher risk of having an adverse event such as a cardiac arrest or a readmission back to ICS and should be closely monitored.
- Patient’s who have had a change in their treatment or management.
- Patient’s whose condition has changed suddenly but has not yet breached the Clinical Emergency Response System. 4/24 until stabilized.

3.2.6 As a general rule, patients requiring **less frequent** observation include:

- Patients awaiting rehabilitation (must have a completed rehabilitation consult and the patient must be documented in the progress notes by the medical team as waiting for rehabilitation) – once daily or as otherwise prescribed. If there is a change in condition while waiting for rehabilitation, then more frequent observations may need to be done.

- Long-term patients who have been assessed by a suitably qualified member of staff as requiring less frequent observation. This must be clearly documented on the patient’s nursing care plan and in the progress notes. The minimum accepted vital sign regime for these patients is BD with a gap between observations of no more than 12 hours.

3.2.7 Patients being palliated do not require vital sign monitoring unless deemed necessary by the nurse caring for the patient.

3.3 Measuring Vital Signs

3.3.1 All patients must have respiratory rate, heart rate, blood pressure, temperature and level of consciousness (AVPU Scale) recorded each time observations are recorded.

3.3.2 The Registered Nurse/Midwife or Enrolled Nurse caring for the patient is responsible for vital sign measurement.

- Measurement of selected vital signs may be delegated to Health Care Assistants (HCA’s), Assistants in Nursing (AIN’s) or Nursing Students but the Registered Nurse/Midwife or Enrolled Nurse responsible for the patient’s care must analyse the vital signs to interpret their significance and make decisions about interventions.

- Interpretation of vital signs cannot be delegated to a HCA, AIN or Nursing Student.

3.3.3 The patient must be settled and at rest for routine observations.

- Staff should wait 20 minutes following any activity before attending vital sign measurement.

3.3.4 All routine Vital Signs (Pulse, Respiratory Rate and Blood Pressure) are to be measured manually.

3.3.5 Automated electronic vital sign equipment is to be used only if:

- The patient requires more frequent observation (i.e following an abnormal manual observation).

- Manual observation equipment is temporarily unavailable.

- The patient is in a critical care unit (Emergency Department, Intensive Care Services, Coronary Care Unit).

- The patient is recovering from a general anaesthetic.

- The patient is in an outpatient department and is clinically well.
3.4 Respiratory Assessment

3.4.1 Respiratory Rate
- The normal adult Respiratory Rate (RR) is 12-20 breaths/minute.
- The RR should be counted for 30 seconds.
- If the patient’s RR falls outside the normal adult RR parameters then the RR must be counted for a full minute to ensure accuracy.
- The RR should be counted while palpating the patient’s radial pulse so that the patient is not aware that you are observing them.
- The RR should be immediately charted on the RPAH General Observation Chart MR650.
- A Clinical Emergency call must be made for a RR of < 8 or > 24 unless modified on the RPAH General Observation Chart MR650.
- A Clinical Emergency call must be made if oxygen requirements have increased to maintain a patient’s respiratory rate.

3.4.2 Pulse Oximetry
- Pulse oximetry measures oxygen saturations in the patient’s blood. Altered oxygen saturations are a late sign of respiratory distress. Initially the body will try and compensate for hypoxia by increasing the rate and depth of respirations. By the time the oxygen saturations are decreasing the patient is usually very compromised.
- Normal oxygen saturations are between 97-100%.
- Oxygen saturations < 90% correlate with very low blood oxygen levels and require urgent medical review. If your patient’s oxygen saturations are low you will usually notice other signs that the patient is short of breath such as increased respiratory rate and effort.
- A Clinical Emergency call must be made for oxygen saturations < 90% unless otherwise modified on the RPAH General Observation Chart MR650.
- A Clinical Emergency call must be made if oxygen requirements have increased to maintain oxygen saturations.

3.5 Circulatory Assessment

3.5.1 Pulse
- The pulse should be measured by palpating the patient’s radial pulse.
- If you are unable to access the patient’s radial pulse, other sites can be used as appropriate.
- The patient’s radial pulse should be assessed for rate, rhythm and amplitude (strength).
- The pulse should be counted for 30 seconds or longer (1 minute) if the rhythm is irregular.
- The normal adult pulse rate is 60 – 100 bpm.
- The pulse should be counted when the patient is at rest (at rest = no physical activity for 20 minutes).
- The pulse rate is to be immediately charted on the RPAH General Observation Chart MR650.
- A Clinical Emergency call is to be activated if the pulse rate is < 40 or > 130 bpm unless modified on the RPAH General Observation Chart MR650.
- A pulse rate must not be assessed or recorded using pulse oximetry.

3.5.2 Blood Pressure (BP)

- Routine BP assessment is to be undertaken manually (except for situations as outlined in 3.3.5).
- NIBP machines should not be used if a patients BP has breached the RPAH Generic Call Criteria for the Deteriorating Adult Patient (As per RPAH Clinical Emergency Response System. The management of the deteriorating adult patient at Royal Prince Alfred Hospital RPAH_PD2009_021 section 3.4)
- Optimal adult BP should be < 130 mmHg Systolic and < 85mmHg Diastolic.
- The adult Systolic Blood Pressure (SBP) should be greater than 90mmHg. If the SBP is < 90mmHg the RPAH Clinical Emergency Response System should be activated unless modified on the RPAH General Observation Chart MR650.
- If the SBP is > 200mmHg the RPAH Clinical Emergency Response System should be activated unless modified on the RPAH General Observation Chart MR650.
- The normal adult pulse pressure (difference between the SBP and the Diastolic Blood Pressure (DBP)) is between 30 – 50 mmHg.

3.5.3 Performing a Manual Blood Pressure (BP)

- The patient should be at rest (at rest = no physical activity for 20 minutes) & restrictive clothing removed from the arm.
- Select the appropriate sized cuff. Ideally the width of the cuff should be 40% of the circumference of the midpoint of the limb on which the cuff is to be used. Cuffs that are too narrow for the size of the limb will result in a falsely elevated BP. Conversely, cuffs that are too large for the size of the limb will result in a falsely low BP measurement.
- The arm should be supported at the level of the heart.
- Check the systolic blood pressure (SBP) by inflating the cuff until the radial pulse can no longer be felt. Gradually deflate the cuff until you can feel the radial pulse. This point represents the SBP. This is also a very useful way to assess blood pressure in a sick hypotensive patient if you can't auscultate the pressure with a stethoscope.
- Place the diaphragm of the stethoscope over the brachial pulse (do not tuck under cuff) and inflate to 30mmHg higher than the SBP.
- Deflate the cuff at 2-3mmHg per heartbeat.
- Korotkoff sounds are auscultated to determine SBP and DBP.
- SBP is the highest point at which the initial tapping (Korotkoff phase 1) is heard in two consecutive beats during exhalation.
- DBP is equated with the disappearance of Korotkoff sounds (Korotkoff phase 5).
- The BP is to be immediately charted on the RPAH General Observation Chart MR650.

### 3.5.4 Performing a Postural Blood Pressure (BP)

- The patient should be at rest (at rest = no physical activity for 20 minutes) & restrictive clothing removed from the arm.
- Select the right sized cuff as per point 2 in 3.5.3.
- Position the patient supine and as flat as symptoms permit for 10 minutes prior to the initial measurement of blood pressure and pulse.
- Always check supine measurements prior to upright measurements.
- Always record both pulse and blood pressure at each postural change. The pulse oximeter can be used when assessing a postural pulse.
- Do not remove the blood pressure cuff between position changes.
- Once the supine blood pressure has been measure, sit the patient on the edge bed with feet dangling. The patient may also stand if tolerated.
- Wait 45 seconds to measure the pulse rate and 2 minutes to measure the blood pressure after each postural change.
- The postural BP is to be immediately charted on the RPAH General Observation Chart MR650. This should be noted on the general observation by placing either “lying”, “sitting” or “standing” above the appropriate BP.

### 3.6 Temperature

#### 3.6.1 Temperature is to be assessed according to the patient’s condition, reason for admission or as per local/other policy guidelines.

#### 3.6.2 Normal adult temperature is between 36.5°C and 37.2°C.

#### 3.6.3 At a minimum, temperature is to be assessed twice daily (except for patients being palliated – see 3.2.7).

#### 3.6.4 The temperature is to be immediately charted on the RPAH General Observation Chart MR650.

#### 3.6.5 A Clinical Emergency call is to be activated if a temperature meets defined specialty specific parameters as per RPAH Clinical Emergency Response System. The management of the deteriorating adult patient at Royal Prince Alfred Hospital RPAH_PD2009_021 section 3.4).

#### 3.6.6 For specific patient populations, please refer to local policies and procedures.

### 3.7 Level of Consciousness

#### 3.7.1 The AVPU scale is a quick way to assess a patient’s neurological status and is to be assessed each time a set of vital signs is measured.
A  Alert. The patient is alert and interactive.
   - If the patient is confused to either time and/or place and/or person then the score on the RPAH General Observation Chart MR650 = “C”.
   - If the patient is acutely confused, a Glasgow Coma Score must be obtained and the Clinical Emergency Response System should be activated.

V  Voice. The patient responds to voice.
   If the patient is sleeping then the score on the RPAH General Observation Chart MR650 = “S”.
   - If the patient is abnormally drowsy then a Glasgow Coma Score must be obtained and the Clinical Emergency Response System should be activated.

P  Pain. The patient responds only to central pain.
   - A Glasgow Coma Score must be obtained and regularly assessed and the Clinical Emergency Response System should be activated.

U  Unresponsive. The patient is unresponsive.
   - A Cardiac Arrest call must be made through “222”.
   - A Glasgow Coma Score must be obtained and regularly recorded.

3.7.2 Staff working in neurological areas or caring for a patient with a neurological condition the Glasgow Coma Scale GCS) must be used.

3.7.3 All patients post fall must have a GCS assessed and recorded as per RPAH Falls Management and Prevention Policy RPAH_PD2007_017.

4. Performance Measures

All units must regularly audit the RPAH General Observation Chart MR650 at least quarterly (4 times per year) to ensure that vital signs are being recorded as per this policy document.

5. Definitions

>  Greater than
<  Less than
BD  Every 12 hours (twice daily)
TDS Every 8 hours (3 times a day)
BP  Blood Pressure
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